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A Statement of Editorial Policy

The Utah Foreign Language Review (UFLR) was founded in 1991 to provide emerging scholars with a venue to publish their innovative approaches to literary and cultural productions of any language/cultural origin. Since its founding the UFLR has been staffed entirely by graduate students from the University of Utah's Department of Languages and Literature.

The UFLR editorial staff coordinates with the Confluents Symposium organizing committee to select an annual topic suitable for both venues. We welcome essays and creative works responding to the annual topic that engage literary or cultural productions of any language, nationality, region or cultural group. Our changing staff will dictate the languages we can competently review in any given year; thus, submissions must be written in any of the several languages noted in the call for papers for that year. While our focus is to provide a peer-reviewed venue for graduate students, we invite submissions from scholars of all ranks.

The ideal UFLR essay addresses a significant problem or observation relevant to the annual topic and engages the reader through a concise and clear presentation. We urge our contributors to be sensitive to the social implications of language and to strive for a wording free of discriminatory tones. The creative portion of the UFLR is meant to present inventive and artistic approaches to language and culture that are in harmony with the annual topic.
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